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HAPPY TIMES
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…………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Dear Member
I hope that you are all staying safe and well and getting ready for the Christmas festivities
I can’t believe that its been a year since the above photo was taken at our Christmas
Lunch at Greenmeadow. Little did we know then what 2020 would have in store for us. For
many of us this Christmas will be very different this year with limits on the numbers of
friends and family that we are allowed to spend time with. We will of course make the most
of things and many are looking at alternative ways to celebrate the occasion. Over the past
months we have all been trying to cope with the ever changing COVID-19 restrictions
which I must say I have to keep checking. At least now there seems to be light at the end
of the tunnel with the approval of a vaccination and the prospect of us all being able to get
together again at some stage next year. Incidentally it has been suggested that if any of
our retired former health professionals wish to help the Health Board with the vaccination
programme then please let us know.
There has been much coverage in the media recently about the opening of the Grange
University Hospital at Llanfrechfa and for me it felt quite emotional watching the cutting of
the ribbon outside the new A&E Department on the 17th November 2020. There were a
number of virtual tours shown of the hospital departments and interviews with staff as

everyone was preparing for the opening. If you have missed them, these videos are still
available on the Aneurin Bevan University Health Board’s Facebook page. It is evident that
everyone involved has worked extremely hard to make this happen despite difficult times
and I am sure that you will want to join with me in wishing them every success.
If you haven’t already done so I would encourage you to check out the NHS Retirement
Fellowship Facebook page which provides regular news items, contributions from
members across the UK and even a Book Club. It is reassuring to know that despite the
pandemic, recruitment of new members is increasing and the UK membership is getting
near to the goal of 1,500 members by Christmas.
Closer to home, I wanted to let you know that our former Branch Chair, Carole Cunnell is
scheduled to go into hospital for heart surgery on the 10th December 2020. I am sure that
we all want to send her our love and very best wishes and hope that she makes a speedy
recovery.
I am so disappointed that we are unable to meet together for our Christmas festivities this
year. Christmas lunch was something that most of us looked forward to and I think we are
all missing the regular social contact with each other that we always took for granted
especially at this time of the year. I would encourage everyone to keep in touch as much
as possible.
I would like to thank Kay Lusk, Pam E Jones, Jean Morris and Lilwyn Griffiths for their
contributions to this newsletter. We would love to hear your stories please for future
newsletters
So until next time I would like to wish you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Healthy 2021.
Lynda
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

MEMBERSHIP CHARGES
As you will probably be aware the NHSRF Head Office has reduced our membership capitation fee
to £10 this year because of the COVID situation. We have also been unable to hold any Branch
meetings since last March or have any of our usual activities. The Committee has considered this
and have made the decision that the £10 captain fee will be paid from our Branch Funds. There will
therefore be no charge at all for membership fees this year. This will be a one off, for this year only.
With this in mind, we have been unable to raise any money for our charity fund for next year which
we normally do through our raffles, cake stalls etc. In view of this members may wish, if they
choose, to make a donation to our Branch charity fund. If you feel that you would like to do this
cheques should be made payable to NHSRF Gwent Branch and sent to Barbara Davies, Treasurer
at 331 Pilton Vale, Malpas, Newport, NP20 6LT. Please write CHARITY DONATION on the
reverse of the cheque.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

ZOOM TEA AND CHAT MEETINGS
These are held at 2pm on the 3rd Monday of each month. The dates for next year are 18th
January, 15th February and the 15th March. You will need to log in to Zoom and click join a
meeFng. The mee2ng ID is 536 384 2284 and the password is 3CVNWg. We hope that you
can join us.

FORTHCOMING MIRTHY TALKS
To access these free talks you will need to register at http://www.mirthy.co.uk/NHSRF
If you have any problems registering, please contact
Sally Bundock at london.eastanglia@nhsrf.org.uk
Talks will be fortnightly – here are details of the next talks:
Tuesday 15 Dec. – 10.45am

‘Tis the Season to be Jolly – Kath Reynolds

Tuesday 29 Dec. – 10.45am – You’re Never Too Old to Rock ‘N’ Roll – Vince Eager

Replays are now available on demand, but you have to register and a confirmation email
with a link to join the talk live will be sent. Once the talk has finished, this same link can be
used for 7 days to watch a replay of the talk on demand. This overcomes the difficulties of
some of our member who routinely had other commitments on Tuesday mornings.
………………………………………………………………………………………………………

A few snippets of events, in the life of a community palliative care nurse.
By Kay Lusk
(Please bear in mind these memories are from 1990- 2000 )
In St. David’s we often said, we should write a book about some of the funny things that
happened to all of us. Two weeks prior to starting work for St. David’s I received a phone
call to ask me if I could swim? I should have realised then this was no ordinary job! That
was because part of our induction was spent in the day-centre, where a weekly trip to
Llanfrechfa Grange pool with some of our patients who enjoyed a swim was planned. So
dare I mention a larger lady stuck half way down the slide with two staff members pushing
and pulling, while the rest of the patients fell about laughing. (Imagine 30 years later it’s
where our new hospital now is!)
There was no such thing as a normal typical day. Going to the ‘Bookies’ to place that all
important (to Harry) bet. Not really in our job description! This was early 90’s and some
patients didn’t have house phones. It was a very satisfying part of the job applying for
MacMillan grants and phones being installed for the family to contact G.P’s, D.N’s and
ourselves, instead of going to a phone-box or a neighbour, it really was a life line and life
changing, especially if patients lived alone .
When I joined St. David’s in 1990 every new patient/family was given a card with the
number for St. David’s by day, also of the Samaritans for out of hours, they in turn rang
the number of the bleep the on-call nurse carried. So pre mobile phone days, nurses
popped into all night garages, or police stations to get directions to an unknown area. I
had a police man jump in his car and drive in front of me to the estate where the patient
lived one night, for which I was extremely grateful, I don’t think I would ever have found the
address otherwise. We all remember our first phone very well, I’m sure, the size of half a
house brick!
I often recall a Monday morning setting off to work, the phone went. It was one of my
colleagues, who had been on call over the wk-end. ‘Hi do me a favour? Don’t come down
to Newport, can you go to a family of a patient that we have been very involved with over
the week-end, I’ve cleared it with the ‘boss’ (as she was affectionately called) Ten minutes

later I arrive at a lovely cottage and was greeted by a local G.P. coming down the garden
path. With a shake of her head, ‘sadly too late Mrs X has passed away, but the husband
would appreciate a visit’.
I was invited into a small hallway that led up stairs, but he turned into a cosy little room
with two arm-chairs either side of the fire place, in one of which sat a neighbour. Also a
small two seater settee and to my surprise, sat bolt upright, in a skirt, jumper and slippers
the patient, now deceased. Husband then sat in the other chair and said ‘please sit down
we’ll have a cup of tea in a minute’. Well, the only available seat was on the settee next
to the corpse, where I placed myself, thinking this is weird!
Mr.X was so grateful for all the help and support he had received over the week-end,
allowing the patient to stay at home had been a big concern. Their only daughter had
booked a holiday months ago and was prepared to cancel it in case her mother
deteriorated, but they had persuaded her to go, with the promise to bring her back if
necessary. The daughter’s flight was due in that morning, so in order for her to think
everything had been fine and this was unexpected, they wanted to carry on as normal.
The neighbour had made a tray of tea and while we sat drinking it, he talked about her
illness, and events in their life. Mr. X suddenly picked up a tea towel and covering his face
went into a fit of shaking.
Poor man, I thought he was crying. Few minutes later he
emerged saying ‘ well all I can say is, ‘she’, nodding towards the wife, would be tickled
pink at this’ and burst out laughing! When I eventually got into our base, I met ‘the boss’
and said ‘I know we have our monthly bereavement coffee morning’s but at least the
corpse aren’t present!
Another unusual event was one evening, I was on call, it was from a family unknown to
me, requesting a visit, as the patient was deteriorating. I arrived at about 7. 50 pm and
was ushered into the front room, dimly lit television on. The daughter said, ‘we’re just
watching the end of ‘Eastenders’, Mum loved it’ There in a big arm chair in the corner of
the room was the patient, who by this time had died. The rest of the family glued to the
T.V. They were aware of it, but said, ‘hope you don’t mind nurse, it’s nearly finished. So in
the midst of Life……
This was something that definitely wasn’t our role, but a colleague asked me one
afternoon, if I would go with her to visit an Italian family that she had been involved with for
about 6 months. The patient had been living with her daughter and very loving family. The
patient had died about 10 a.m. but the daughter requested the undertaker to enbalm her
mother in the house rather than take her to the funeral home. When we arrived after 5pm
the daughter was so distraught. ‘I promised her she would be buried in her Wedding
dress so would you do that for me I would be so grateful’ The beautiful lace wedding
dress was produced, and while the daughter went to make us a cup of coffee we struggled
or fought may be a better word, to fit a size 12 dress onto a size 16 lady who had died 7
hours earlier. Say no more……...
Not every thing was amusing, no one enjoyed Cambrian House cellar by night! It did freak
me out. It was when equipment was required, may be a spenco-mattress, a commode,
inco-pads, nebulizer or some obscure item that would make a difference to the patient or
family. This involved driving to Newport and going down that cellar with it’s many little
cubby holes, dimly lit, to find where it was stored. It was scary even in the day! That’s why
I always sang out-loud!!

A criteria for nursing is a sense of humour, a black one helps at that. There were times
when we said, ‘well if you didn’t laugh you would cry’. Often at home if I recounted an
event I thought was amusing, my husband would look at me horrified saying, ‘and you
think that’s funny?’ We really were privileged to have been part of those patients and
wonderful families lives at the end of their life. Allowing people to have control and choice
over their own care especially the choice to receive care at home at all stages of their
illness and stay at home to the end if possible. Several of the nurses organised weddings
to be brought forward as it was important to the patient to be married knowing they didn’t
have much time left. Looking back we definitely had the best times, if you needed to be on
a visit that lasted hours so be it. People often remarked, ‘I don’t know how you do your
job, it must be so hard’. Yes it was, but as we always said, ‘the plusses out-weighed the
minus’
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

14k Raised in Breast Cancer Awareness Month for Ystrad Mynach New Breast Care
Unit...
Over £14,000 was raised as part of the "Turn Aneurin Bevan University Health Board
(ABUHB) Pink "campaign in Breast Cancer Awareness month...
On Friday, October 16th & 23rd, ABUHB staff, businesses, schools, and towns took part in
#TurnABUHBPink. The campaign aims to raise much needed funds for the proposed New
Breast Care Unit at Ysbyty Ystrad Fawr Hospital, in Ystrad Mynach. Plans for the new Breast
Unit have already been drawn up with building work expected to start next year.
The Friends of ABUHB Breast Unit are a voluntary group that has been set up to help the
Health Board raise additional funds to ensure breast care patients have a comfortable waiting
room with counselling rooms that provide a sensitive design and décor to create a calm, light
and dignified environment. The unit will support over 5000 local women, and the small
number of men the team see each year. Carolyn Jenkins is a recovering breast cancer
patient and a member of the group. She said "The dedicated unit will help change the
experience of patients by providing a less daunting and private space. It will provide much
needed areas for patients and their families to come to terms with their diagnosis. It’s
inspiring to see everybody’s efforts in supporting our campaign."
The fundraising kick-started by a donation of £750 from Blackwood Rugby Club, with
Blackwood Miners Institute turning pink. Meanwhile, Blackwood Tidal Furniture store owner
Beverley Edwards rallied all the traders in Blackwood Town to decorate their shop fronts pink
and raised funds through a collection point raising £450.
Local Hengoed resident Maldwyn Griffiths has raised an incredible £3,000 by walking virtually
around the Welsh Coast and by incorporating local walks topping the total miles to 1000.
Quickstep fitness Caerphilly held a social distanced event and schools in Ystrad Mynach and
Cefn Fforest, raised funds for the new breast care unit by holding non uniform days. Finally
staff within departments in the hospital wore pink into work and gave generously.
Emma Wilkins, fundraising manager for breast services at ABUHB, said:
"Thank you to everyone that has fundraised and donated to make this possible, it was a real
community effort. However the campaign is not over. It’s been a difficult year with

COVID restrictions having a direct effect on how we can continue to raise funds to support
our NHS. The number of people continually getting involved in the local community raising
money in innovative tireless sometimes virtual ways for our new breast unit makes you
realise just how amazing people are. We kindly ask that the community continue to get
behind the breast unit appeal campaign so that we can make the unit something truly special
that will support local NHS patients.
We really need your help anyone interested in fundraising for the breast unit can contact Ms
Wilkins on 07849144995 or email Emma.wilkins5@wales.nhs.uk.
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

BOOK REVIEWS
From Pam E Jones;Greek Island Escape By Patricia Wilson
Sophia, now eighty five was once a famous singer but now she is unable to speak. She is
searching Crete for her daughter who she was forced to give up in Korydallos Prison, Athens
in 1972 during the dark times of Greece's political history.
Heartbreaking story. Very emotional. I thoroughly enjoyed reading this book.
Where the Crawdads Sing By Delia Owens
Kya Clark grows up alone in the swamps of North Carolina. She has been abandoned by her
family but finds comfort in the wildlife and nature all around her. When the body of Chase
Andrews is found in the swamp the reclusive ' marsh girl' is the chief suspect.
Set in the 1950's and 1960's this is a murder mystery and a story of a young girl left in
isolation to fend for herself.
Worth reading and soon to be released as a film.
From Jean Morris:Sea Prayer by Khaled Hosseini
It only took me about 20 minutes to read this 'prayer' but it had such a profound effect on me
and was in my thoughts all day. It is poignant and beautifully illustrated. I shall definitely read
through it again and for once I will keep this book. It highlights man's inhumanity to man and
covers the mass exodus of human beings out of Syria to seek another safer life elsewhere. It
was inspired by the loss of three year old Alan Kurdi who drowned in the Mediterranean in
2015 and is dedicated to the thousands of refugees who have perished at sea fleeing war
and persecution. We don't understand what drives people to take these risks and the world,
in the main, ignores what is happening and you hear the cry ''we don't want them here''.
A quote from the prayer that affected me and I find beautiful.
''I look at your profile in the glow of this three quarter moon, my boy, your eyelashes are like
calligraphy closed in guileless sleep.''
Still Life - Val McDermid.
A Karen Pirie thriller. Good read but you would expect nothing less from Val McDermid. KP
solves two murders both with historic crime backgrounds hence her units involvement. The
book moved at quite a pace and is difficult to put down. How lucky are we to have DNA. I say
no more. The poor young Mint, Karen's young wingman, is pushed down cellar steps and
breaks a leg and we are introduced to another detective called Daisy.

The Call of the Raven - Wilbur Smith with Corban Addison
Swashbuckling adventure involving loss of fortune and love. Some parts are hard to read as
they are explicit of the slave trade and what the slaves had to endure. Humans have a lot to
answer for.
Blunt Force - Lynda La Plante
Lynda is a prolific writer and this is another Jane tennison book. Jane has been kicked off the
Flying Squad and moved to a small station in Knightsbridge. She meets up with a fellow
police officer Spencer who we have met in other Tennison novels. The book revolves around
the brutal murder of a celebrity show business agent. The murder investigation becomes very
involved and the ending is a surprise. Easy and quick to read.
Gone - James Patterson and Michael Ledwidge
Typical Patterson full of horrific murders, drugs, CIA and FBI and every other police force in
America. The book revolves around Detective Michael Bennett who along with his family, 10
adopted children, an Irish priest and Irish nanny has been put into a police protection
programme because Michael arrested a South American drug baron. Manuel Perrine
escaped from custody and out for revenge as his wife was accidently killed by Michael
Bennett. The family are staying on a ranch and are very isolated the kids are not in favour of
staying there because they are used to living in New York. I leave you to read they book to
find out what happens.
ENJOY
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

A Chocolate Quiz
1. Not before 20.00 hours
2. Mum's Pub
3. Dark Enchantment
4. Cow Juice Server
5. Fragrant Climbers
6. A single snowy deposit
7. Cat food minus an E
8. A desirable address
9. Clever little individuals
10. Long, long ago in a
........... Far far away

11. Add an S to your pants
12. Christmas and birthdays call for these
13. Give us a ...... As Brucie might have said.
14. Ssssh! Talk quietly!
15. Edible fasteners
16. In the mane, you will enjoy this one.
17.Like toast or Autumn leaves
18. A sadistic nut
19. It's a mutiny Cap'n
20. Half a flying machine

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
FIVE RIDDLES TO TEST YOUR BRAIN

The 5 Riddles...
1. A murderer is condemned to death. He has to choose between three rooms. The first is
full of raging fires, the second is full of assassins with loaded guns, and the third is full of
lions that haven't eaten in 3 years. Which room is safest for him?
2. A woman shoots her husband. Then she holds him under water for over 5 minutes.
Finally, she hangs him. But 5 minutes later they both go out together and enjoy a
wonderful dinner together. How can this be?

3. What is black when you buy it, red when you use it, and grey when you throw it away?
4. Can you name three consecutive days without using the words Wednesday, Friday, or
Sunday?
5. This is an unusual paragraph. I'm curious as to just how quickly you can find out what is
so unusual about it. It looks so ordinary and plain that you would think nothing was wrong
with it. In fact, nothing is wrong with it! It is highly unusual though. Study it and think
about it, but you still may not find anything odd. But if you work at it a bit, you might find
out. Try to do so without any coaching!
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………

CHOCOLATE QUIZ ANSWERS
1. After eight 2. Mars bar 3. Black magic 4. Milk Tray 5 .Roses 6. Flake 7.Kit Kat 8.
Quality Street 9.Smarties 10. Galaxy 11. Snickers 12. Celebrations 13. Twirl 14.
Whisper 15. Chocolate buttons 16. Lion 17. Crunchie 18. Walnut whip 19. Bounty 20.
Aero

THE ANSWERS TO ALL FIVE THE RIDDLES ARE BELOW:
1. The third room. Lions that haven't eaten in three years are dead. That one was easy,
right?
2. The woman was a photographer. She shot a picture of her husband, developed it, and
hung it up to dry (shot; held under water; and hung).
3. Charcoal, as it is used in barbecuing.
4. Sure you can name three consecutive days, yesterday, today, and tomorrow!
5. The letter e, which is the most common letter used in the English language, does not
appear even once in the paragraph.
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